UNSOLICITED GIFT
"It's people like you" and I'm glad to say I was off again and
really in a temper, " who keep the rest of us out of music by hold-
ing it as something extra sacred, much more sacred than books and
poetry and painting. We mayn't come anywhere near music
unless we know all about it, unless we're fit to be admitted without
our shoes into the holy of holies; otherwise we jar, we dicker,
we oughtn't to mention it at all, and really, it would be much
better if we kept right away and listened to the street band!
Wouldn't it ? You all wince so easily, you're all so hypersensitive,
you'd rather the people who love music but aren't completely
educated in music, the novitiate, you'd rather we stayed outside in
• the crowd, having to listen to swing and Wurlitfcers, than admit us
to the fellowship of good music, classical music, your music—just in
case we should make you suffer by making one or two mistakes."
"But look at what some of the novitiate do when they get hold
of good music. They lay their ignorant, money-grubbing paws
on it, they swing Tschaikowsky and tack on nauseating lyrics,
they pot Beethoven, they scramble Schubert and Chopin and
dish them up to the musical comedy public, garnished to taste—
that's the way they treat Good Music.'
"Only a few; you can't help it; you must risk that. Better
than shielding music in the curve of your palm so that it shouldn't
die in a draught. Music's for everyone, an open gift to the world,
an unsolicited gift, so how dare you prevent those who love it
with less discrimination from coming along and scooping up as
much as they can carry away—I'm mixing my metaphors, but
you know what I mean—any more than you would prevent a
masterpiece being hung in a picture-gallery where anyone can
come along and poke it with an umbrella—they're not taken away
at the entrance any more—and cry: *Oo, she's standing on a
shell,' instead of a reverential hush and not even saying Botticelli
because of course everyone who doesn11 know it's a Botticelli has
ho right to be looking at it at all—"
"But your desert island pictures were complete; not a segment
of the canvas. After all, you wouldn't just have an arm or a kg."
"Wouldn't you? Surely collectors collect treasured sketches
for a big picture, segments and corners of it ? I chose the Da Vinci
St. Anne parted from the rest of the picture—because she was the
only one who knew what was going to happen; you could see
it in the way she looked at Them; it wasnt a smile, it wasn'f;
irony, nor sadness, but all three. . . . She knew, and she knew she

